### Clothing

**PLEASE LABEL ALL ITEMS WITH CHILD’S NAME!**
- 3 pairs of underwear/ Unterhose
- 2 T-shirts
- 2 pairs of pants/ Hosen
- 2 long sleeve shirts / Langarmoberteil
- Sweatshirt/cardigan
- 3 pairs of socks / socken
- Sturdy play shoes for outdoors in Spring and Summer
- Sunhat /Sonnenhut
- Small sunscreen stick, **roll-on** (for children to apply themselves)
- Rain Pants / Regenhose
- Rain Jacket / Regenjacke
- Rain Boots / Regenstiefel
- House shoe (slippers or inside shoes) / Hausschuhe
- Sports Shoe / Turnschuhe
- Sturdy play shoes for outdoors in Spring and Summer
- **Small/thin** blanket
- Pillow 40x40 cm

The following items will be required for:

**Autumn/Winter**
- Snow Pants
- Snow Boots
- Mittens woollen and waterproof (No gloves) / Handschuhe
- Winter hat

### School Supplies

- Library bag: A3 Veloflex Vinyl Zip Case - Müller, ABT and Amazon **New Students Only!**
- Set of jumbo/thick coloured pencils triangular ergonomic for rest time/quiet time, labeled with name
- **Small** zip pencil case (22x7cm)